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Cognitive regions are regions in the mind, reflecting informal ways individuals and
cultural groups organize their understanding of earth landscapes. Cognitive region
boundaries are typically substantially vague and their membership functions are sub-
stantially variable – the transition from outside to inside the region is imprecise or
vague, and different places within the region are not equally strong or clear as
exemplars of the region. Methods for assessing and cartographically depicting cogni-
tive regions, as with other vague geographic regions, have traditionally implied an
inappropriate level of boundary sharpness and membership uniformity, such as when
boundaries are mapped as precise lines. Research in recent decades has explored
methods for assessing and depicting boundary vagueness and membership variability,
either within or across individuals, but has still assumed homogeneity and regularity in
the vagueness and variability. In this article, we present two studies that assess the
cognitive regions of ‘Northern’ and ‘Southern’ California, and, for comparison,
‘Northern’ and ‘Southern’ Alberta. The first study uses a standard boundary-drawing
task; the second uses a novel task in which participants rate cells of a high-resolution
grid laid over an outline map. This technique allows us to assess and depict vagueness
and nonuniformity that is heterogeneous and irregular across different areas.
Differences in the conceptualization of ‘Northern’ and ‘Southern’ regions in
California, as compared to those in Alberta, point to thematic influences on cognitive
regions in California but not in Alberta. As is often true with cognitive regions,
Northern and Southern California are about attitude, not just latitude.

Keywords: regions; boundary vagueness; cognition

1. Introduction

One of the most venerable concepts in geography is the region (Semple 1907, Minshull
1967, Martin 2005). Geographic regions are (approximately) two-dimensional features
that geographers and lay people use to understand the (near) earth surface, as well as
reason and communicate about it. A region1 encompasses places that are internally similar
to each other and externally dissimilar to places outside the region. Thus, regions are
spatial categories. We recognize that categories and the concepts upon which they are
based are neither naively realistic entities that exist independent of cognitive and social
acts, nor arbitrarily created fantasies that have no particular correspondence to anything in
reality independent of semiotic acts. In other words, we advocate a deeply interactionist
(or transactionist) view of the metaphysics of regions: They often do correspond non-
arbitrarily to real entities, properties, and processes but are always created as intellectual
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or cognitive acts (Montello 2003). A virtually unlimited number of regions and systems of
regionalization can be identified, but some are easier to identify and are more useful than
others because they correspond more readily to the reality of a heterogeneous earth
surface or they more readily serve the needs of a particular problem.

All regions have boundaries, which are the transitions between places inside the
region and places outside. One of the most important properties of boundaries is that
they vary in their precision or sharpness or, conversely, their vagueness. Some boundaries
are very sharp, essentially linear features with little or no width, like the formal geometric
concept of a line. In reality, geographic boundaries are never strictly geometric lines,
except potentially. Quite commonly, however, geographic boundaries are not sharp at all
but are really two-dimensional features – regions – themselves. Vague boundaries are
transition zones rather than lines between neighboring regions (as in frontier zones –
Prescott 1965), but they are just as real as sharp boundaries. Montello (2003) and several
authors in Burrough and Frank (1996) discuss different reasons for boundary vagueness.
Other work in geography has focused on quantifying and representing vague boundaries
in computational systems (e.g., Mark and Csillag 1989, Burrough and Frank 1996, Wang
and Hall 1996) or focused on their cartographic depiction (Montello et al. 2003,
Kronenfeld 2005). Several researchers have referred to vague boundaries as fuzzy and
explored fuzzy logic as a formalization of vague boundaries (Leung 1987, Didelon et al.
2011), but fuzzy logic is just one possible formalization to deal with boundary vagueness.

Taking traditional taxonomies from geography as a starting point, Montello (2003)
updated a taxonomy of geographic regions, identifying the four types of administrative,
thematic, functional, and cognitive regions, the latter being our focus in this article.
Cognitive regions (traditionally called ‘perceptual’) are regions in the mind, reflecting
informal ways that people organize places. Cognitive regions can be idiosyncratic to a
single person but are often shared among members of cultural groups. Such informal
cognitive region concepts held by groups of lay people are known in geography as
vernacular regions. As used informally, concepts like ‘Midwest,’ ‘the Bible Belt,’ and
‘downtown’ are vernacular cognitive regions.2 Cognitive regions reflect the type of
categorical thinking (spatially categorical in this case) that so highly characterizes
human thought and communication.

Like thematic and functional regions, cognitive regions usually have substantially
vague boundaries and variable membership functions. The transition from inside to out-
side the cognitive region is usually a probabilistically graded zone of significant width. As
a corollary to boundary vagueness, their membership functions are variable or probabil-
istically graded so that all places within the region are not equally strong or clear as
members or exemplars of the region.

1.1. Research on cognitive regions in psychology, geography, and geographic
information science

The implications of regionalization for human cognition have been studied outside of
geography, especially in psychology and cognitive science. Much of this work has
focused not on cognitive regions per se, but on the cognitive effects of noncognitive
regions, especially administrative regions, on spatial judgments such as location, distance,
and direction (Stevens and Coupe 1978, Maki 1981, Carbon and Leder 2005). Other
psychological work has looked at the implications of cognitive regions as such on the
mental organization of spatial and thematic knowledge. Hirtle and Jonides (1985) demon-
strated that semantic associations between landmark buildings on a college campus
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created spatial ‘clusters’ (i.e., regions) that had implications for the organization and recall
of locational knowledge on the campus (see also Hund and Plumert 2003, Wiener et al.
2004). McNamara and his colleagues (McNamara 1986, McNamara et al. 1989) further
provided evidence that people store locational knowledge in a partially hierarchical
organization, whether in an artificial layout in a large laboratory room or a spatial map-
like graphic. Their work also emphasized that cognitive regional organization occurs in
the absence of physical or perceptual boundaries (but see Simmering and Spencer 2007).

Friedman and her colleagues began an extensive program of research over a decade
ago that has examined the effect of cognitively regionalizing spatial information at scales
ranging from portions of countries to continents (Friedman and Brown 2000, Friedman
et al. 2005, Friedman and Montello 2006, Friedman 2009). This research has demon-
strated several important aspects of regionally organizing spatial knowledge at these
relatively large scales (i.e., small cartographic scales). Regional organization influences
systematic errors people make in judging the latitudes of cities as well as distances
between them (as was reported at smaller scales in some of the work reported above).
These errors are not just a perceptual effect of looking at shapes on world maps but are
conceptual, arising from both spatial and thematic beliefs people have about areas around
the world, garnered from a variety of direct and indirect sources. People understand a
large portion of the earth’s surface almost entirely in terms of coarse regions, although
when people do have more knowledge about an area (perhaps the region in which they
live), they can often demonstrate spatial knowledge more precisely and metrically, albeit
still approximately. Spatial cues, such as the latitudes of anchor cities, can improve the
accuracy of people’s spatial judgments. And while the general influence of regional
organization can be found across cultural groups (e.g., Xiao and Liu 2007), specific
patterns of regional beliefs do vary somewhat across cultural groups (Friedman et al.
2006). Friedman and her colleagues have shown that most of these conclusions are
relatively robust, revealing themselves in the face of different methodologies for collect-
ing estimates of spatial properties.

Geographers and geographic information scientists have also investigated the nature of
cognitive regions. Like their work on regions in general (e.g., Jones 1959), much
geographic work on cognitive regions has focused more on boundaries than has the
work of psychologists. A good example comes from Aitken and Prosser (1990), who
were interested in residents’ ideas about their neighborhoods. Although neighborhoods are
often officially ‘defined’ by city planning offices and the like, these are often not
residents’ conceptions of the neighborhoods. That is, neighborhoods are typically good
examples of vernacular cognitive regions, even if administrative versions of these regions
also exist, created by fiat. Aitken and Prosser had participants draw boundary lines on
aerial photographs to indicate areas they conceived of as neighborhoods in San Diego. As
the authors noted, such a direct boundary-drawing task has frequently been used by
geographers to study people’s informal regions. To collect data on familiarity, they
superimposed a regular grid of square cells over the photos, at a resolution of about one
cell per two city blocks. Participants rated their level of familiarity with the city area in
each cell, on an 11-point scale, and recorded how many times they had passed through
that area during the previous week. These cell data were used to create visual representa-
tions of familiarity and interaction surfaces to compare to neighborhood boundaries.

Montello et al. (2003) examined the assessment of the cognitive neighborhood known
as ‘downtown.’ They stopped city residents on the streets and asked them to draw
boundaries around the area they considered to be downtown. These were cartographically
averaged to create probabilistic surfaces of the nonuniform downtown region with vague
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boundaries. The researchers then had residents indicate the boundary again, but this time
with varying degrees of confidence, a technique intended to assess the vagueness of
cognitive regions directly at the level of an individual person’s conceptions.

2. Research goals

In this article, we compare a traditional means of obtaining regional information (drawing
boundaries) that only allows vagueness to be measured as averages across research
participants with a novel task in which boundary vagueness can be observed directly
within participants. We report two studies of pre-existing cognitive regions and their
boundaries at the scale of US states/Canadian provinces (i.e., the largest administrative
units below the country level). We examine the degree of homogeneity or heterogeneity of
these regions across individual participants. Our interest is in the nature of the boundaries
participants use to mentally organize cognitive regions, including their location, shape,
and degree of vagueness. We contrast the role of spatial factors in determining cognitive
regions, such as evenly dividing administrative units into northern and southern regions,
with the role of relevant thematic factors, such as unevenly dividing administrative units
according to culturally shared ideas about ‘northern’ and ‘southern.’

To explore vagueness in cognitive boundaries, we assess their nature empirically using
a conventional boundary-drawing task in Study 1 and a novel high-resolution rating task
in Study 2. For the latter, participants directly indicate a variable degree of region
membership independently for individual cells in a raster we overlaid on the state/
province. We replicate all data collection and analysis for each study both in California,
United States, and Alberta, Canada, with samples of student participants from the
universities in Santa Barbara, California, and Edmonton, Alberta. We chose these two
administrative regions for convenient access to participants, but they do increase the
generalizability of our results and potentially allow us to contrast the nature of cognitive
regions in places with and without widely held vernacular regionalizations of the admin-
istrative units.

3. Study 1: measuring cognitive regions with an unstructured boundary-drawing
task

In our first study, we explored participants’ cognitive regions within California and
Alberta using a direct and relatively unstructured drawing task. Like Aitken and Prosser
(1990), we simply asked participants to draw boundary lines around cognitive regions on
outline maps. This straightforward task was easy to understand and placed few a priori
constraints on participants’ expressions of their regional conceptions. It provided evidence
of how readily people perform informal regionalization not obviously based on either
administratively or physically defined existing boundaries, and it provided evidence of the
degree of agreement about these boundaries among individual participants.

Because we wanted to explore the widely used vernacular regionalization of Northern
and Southern California sometimes colloquially referred to as ‘NorCal’ and ‘SoCal,’ we
asked our California participants to draw a boundary separating the state into exactly two
regions, Northern and Southern California. For comparison, we similarly asked our
Alberta participants to draw a boundary separating the province into two regions,
Northern and Southern Alberta. This comparison provides a valuable contrast to
California, insofar as there is little or no vernacular distinction made between ‘NorAlb’
and ‘SoAlb.’

4 D.R. Montello et al.
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3.1. Methods

3.1.1. Participants

Two samples of participants, one at the University of California, Santa Barbara (UCSB)
and one at the University of Alberta (UA), took part in Study 1. A total of 93 students in a
geography class participated from UCSB, as part of a classroom exercise on regions in the
United States (but not specifically about California regions). The class was made up of
undergraduate students from all levels and most majors on campus, with only about 11%
majoring in geography. We examined responses only from participants who had spent
most of their lives growing up in California (assessed on the response sheet). Our final
sample of 80 UCSB participants consisted of 35 females and 45 males. The UA sample
consisted of 24 students (13 females and 11 males) from the introductory psychology
research pool, who participated in partial fulfillment of a class requirement. Like the
UCSB sample, this class was made up of undergraduate students from all levels and most
majors on campus, with very few majoring in earth sciences, which includes geography at
that school. All members of this sample had spent most of their lives growing up in
Alberta; we collected responses only from such participants. In fact, almost all UA
participants grew up in or near the city of Edmonton, where the research took place.

3.1.2. Materials

Each sample of participants drew region boundaries on an outline ‘map’ (an outline
polygon) of either California or Alberta printed on a sheet of paper (the collected sketches
in Figures 1 and 3 include the outline polygons). In addition, the top of the response sheet
asked participants to report their gender, birth date, and where they spent the most time
growing up.

3.1.3. Design and procedure

Responses from both samples were collected in single groups, one at UCSB and one at
UA. After filling in information about themselves on the response sheet, participants were
instructed to draw boundaries between regions in California (or Alberta). All participants
read that ‘Regions are pieces of the earth’s surface that enclose fairly similar or homo-
geneous areas. The similarity may be based on natural or cultural variables, or any
combination.’ They then read instructions asking them to draw a single boundary line
separating the polygon into exactly two regions, Southern California (Alberta) and
Northern California (Alberta). ‘On the outline map of California (Alberta) below, draw
a line separating “Southern California (Alberta)” from “Northern California (Alberta).”
This line does not need to be flat or even straight, if you don’t think it should be.’

3.2. Results and discussion

We consider the California regions first, the complete set of sketches of which are shown
in Figure 1. We coded the sketched regions with respect to the number and nature of their
boundary lines. Of the 80 UCSB participants, six actually drew two California region
boundaries, thus three regions, in all cases indicating a band or transition zone between
Southern and Northern California instead of a line (and in four cases, labeled as ‘Central
California’). Of the 74 participants who drew a single boundary line, 54% drew a straight
line. Boundary lines classified as straight were coded for general slant; they were
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classified as flat if they followed a latitude parallel3, orthogonal if they were at a right
angle to the state’s east–west midline, or neither. In California, orthogonal boundary lines
south of the state’s ‘elbow’ at Lake Tahoe on the eastern border do not follow latitude
lines (i.e., are not flat). In fact, all straight boundary lines in this condition were drawn at
or south of the state’s ‘elbow’ at Lake Tahoe on the eastern border, and thus no orthogonal
lines could be flat. Revealingly, three participants drew boundaries that did not transect
the entire state east–west – they were drawn so as to depict Southern California as just the
southwestern portion of the state (around the Los Angeles/San Diego area).

We graphically averaged the Northern and Southern California regions for the 80
maps. To average, we digitized each boundary line at several points along its extent and
averaged the latitudes of these points according to their location with respect to the east–
west midline running from the northern to the southern edge of the state. For the six maps
depicting a third region, we averaged the line drawn through the middle of the central
region. The resulting empirical mean boundary line is shown in Figure 2, along with 95%
confidence interval lines that run roughly parallel on either side. For comparison, we
include two dashed lines showing versions of the median latitude boundary, the straight
line that divides the state’s latitude extent exactly in half. The orthogonal version transects
the state at a right angle to the east–west midline; the flat version transects the state
parallel to a latitude line. Figure 2 shows that the mean line drawn by participants is
neither straight nor flat and is considerably south of both versions of the median latitude

Figure 1. All California sketch maps from Study 1.

6 D.R. Montello et al.
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boundary. In fact, one-sample t-tests of each digitized point along the mean line indicate
that all points significantly differ from the corresponding flat median latitudes (all
t[79]’s > 5.00, p’s < 0.0001), as suggested by the fact that the mean line is entirely
outside the 95% confidence interval. Similarly, all points significantly differ from the
corresponding orthogonal median latitudes, except for the westernmost point, where the
orthogonal line falls furthest south (t[79] > 1.56, p < 0.15; all other t[79]’s > 2.00,
p’s < 0.05).

We next consider the Alberta regions, the complete set of sketches of which is shown
in Figure 3. All 24 participants actually drew one Alberta region boundary, thus two
regions. Unlike California, no one drew three regions. Of these 24 participants, 67% drew
a straight line. Again, straight boundary lines were coded for general slant, classified as
flat if they followed a latitude parallel and as diagonal otherwise. Unlike California,
Alberta has no general bend in its shape; all flat boundaries are thus equivalent to
orthogonal boundaries, at least north of the irregular southwestern provincial border
along the Rockies. In fact, only six participants drew boundaries at the intersection of

Figure 2. Northern–Southern California boundary lines from Study 1. The median latitude bound-
ary is the straight line that divides the state’s latitude extent exactly in half; the orthogonal version
transects the state at a right angle to the east–west midline, and the flat version transects the state
parallel to a latitude line. The empirical mean boundary is the arithmetic mean boundary line
averaged over the latitudes of all boundary lines drawn by participants (thin lines on either side
indicate 95% confidence interval).
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this southwestern border with the straight northwestern border; all but two of the rest were
clearly north of this point. Of the straight boundaries, all but one were coded as flat. Also
unlike California, all boundaries drawn transected the entire province east–west. (This
may relate to the fact that the eastern and western borders of the province, in the northern
portion, follow the 110° and 120° meridian lines.)

As with the California data, we graphically averaged the regions for the 24 maps. The
empirical mean boundary line is shown in Figure 4, again along with 95% confidence

Figure 3. All Alberta sketch maps from Study 1.
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interval lines. For comparison, we include a dashed median latitude boundary. For
Alberta, the mean line drawn by participants is fairly straight and flat and is close to
the latitude of the median latitude boundary at all digitized points. None of the points
along the mean line significantly differed from the corresponding median latitudes by one-

Figure 4. Northern–Southern Alberta boundary lines from Study 1. The median latitude boundary
is the straight line that divides the state’s latitude extent exactly in half and transects the state at a
right angle to the east–west midline. The empirical mean boundary is the arithmetic mean boundary
line, averaged over all boundary lines drawn by participants (thin lines on either side indicate 95%
confidence interval).
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sample t-tests, even the westernmost point that deviates furthest from the median line (all
t[22]’s <2.04, p’s > 0.05), as suggested by the fact that the mean line is entirely inside the
95% confidence interval.

Taking the California and Alberta maps together, we see that both groups of partici-
pants found the task of drawing Northern and Southern regions to be straightforward,
consistent with the idea that lay people commonly do regionalize the earth’s surface. We
believe these patterns of conceptual regionalization in the two administrative units are
consistent with an important difference between these administrative units and samples of
participants. There is a common vernacular regionalization of California into Northern
and Southern California. Sometimes this classification includes a third ‘Central’ region,
which may in fact be the vernacular reference for the extended vague boundary between
Northern and Southern California. There is no such common vernacular regionalization of
Alberta, although there is a common distinction between the mountains of southwest
Alberta and the non-mountainous remainder of the province; also, ‘Northern Alberta’ is
sometimes identified in association with the vast oil sands there.

Further support for this conclusion is provided by the nature of the regions
participants provided. Albertans followed this instruction almost ‘geometrically,’ all
drawing exactly one boundary (two regions), almost 70% of these boundaries being
straight and over 90% of these straight boundaries being flat. In contrast, Californians
showed much more variety in their approach to drawing a boundary line. Not only did
several draw two boundary lines (three regions) when asked to draw one, but only
54% of the single lines were straight and only 55% of the straight lines were flat, with
an additional 22% of the straight boundary lines following an orthogonal pattern. Over
20% of the straight lines in California were neither flat nor orthogonal. And a few
Californians did not even transect the entire state with their single boundary line; no
Albertans did that. When we averaged the boundary lines, we found further support
for differences in the region concepts of Albertans and Californians. The empirical
mean boundary line in Alberta is nearly straight and flat and does not significantly
differ in location from the median latitude boundary, consistent with the notion that
Albertans simply bisected the outline of the province and cut it into two equal pieces,
north and south. (The distinction between mountainous and non-mountainous Alberta
could explain the small northern tilt of the empirical mean boundary line to the west,
assuming additional data would show it to be a statistically significant tilt). Quite
differently, the empirical mean boundary line in California is clearly not straight or flat
and is located significantly south of the median latitude boundary, whether that is
defined as flat or orthogonal to the state’s midline. Perhaps the fact that Edmonton is
close to the median latitude of Alberta, while Santa Barbara is fairly far south of the
median latitude in California, could produce a ‘southern anchor’ for the UCSB
participants. However, while UA participants are all from Edmonton and the surround-
ing area, the UCSB students we included in our data set are from around the state of
California, including many from the San Francisco Bay area. Similarly, the difference
between the California and Alberta mean lines might reflect, in part, the greater
complexity of California’s shape. This might play a role, but we see it as more
relevant to the idea that the mean line would not be flat than that it would not be
monotonic. The latter is more consistent with the idea that the cognitive regions of
Northern and Southern California are not mere subdivisions of the state according to
latitude, but reflect informal regional organization based on believed thematic proper-
ties, whether cultural, environmental, or both. Our next study addresses this more
directly.
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4. Study 2: measuring cognitive regions with a structured rating task

In Study 1, we solicited participants’ ideas about cognitive regions in California and
Alberta with a direct and relatively unstructured drawing task. This was simple and
straightforward and placed few a priori constraints on participants’ expressions of the
locations of regions. But it methodologically forced participants to imply that they think
of the cognitive regions as being internally uniform with boundaries made up of sharp
lines that are one-dimensional. Nonuniform region memberships and vague boundaries
can only be inferred with the direct drawing task by aggregating over participants and
taking discordance among them as reflecting vagueness (such as the confidence interval
around the mean line). Although disagreement among people is one legitimate expression
of region vagueness, the concept of cognitive regions suggests they are probabilistically
graded within individual people as well as within cultural and subcultural groups. That is,
vagueness should also be reflected in uncertainty or imprecision within an individual
person’s conceptualization of a region.

In Study 2, therefore, we directly assessed potential nonuniformity and boundary
vagueness within individual participants. To do this, we overlaid a relatively high-resolution
regular grid of cells on top of the state/province outline polygons used in Study 1,
reminiscent of Aitken and Prosser’s (1990) use of regular grid cells to collect measures of
familiarity and interaction with areas of urban neighborhoods. We asked participants to rate
the landscape within each cell (on a scale from 1 to 7) in terms of how much that cell is
‘Northern California’ (‘Northern Alberta’) or ‘Southern California’ (‘Southern Alberta’). In
this way, we allowed participants to directly express any beliefs they might have about
nonuniform region membership and vague boundaries between neighboring cognitive
regions, presumably at a resolution sufficiently fine enough to capture nearly all genuine
probabilistic variation across space.

4.1. Methods

4.1.1. Participants

We again tested two samples of participants, one at UCSB and one at UA. A total of 47
students participated from UCSB, earning a small amount of extra credit in their geo-
graphy class for participating. The classes were made up of undergraduate students from
all levels and most majors on campus, with only about 4% majoring in geography. We
again examined responses only from participants who had spent most of their lives
growing up in California. Our final sample consisted of 44 participants (30 females and
14 males). The UA sample consisted of 48 students (33 females and 15 males) from the
introductory psychology research pool, who participated in partial fulfillment of a class
requirement. Like the UCSB sample, this class was made up of undergraduate students
from all levels and most majors on campus, again with very few majoring in earth
sciences. All members of this sample had spent most of their lives growing up in
Alberta (almost all near the city of Edmonton); again, we collected responses at UA
only from such participants.

4.1.2. Materials

Data were collected on the same outline ‘maps’ of either California or Alberta used in
Study 1 but overlaid with a grid of regular hexagonal cells (Figure 5). Participants at
UCSB provided ratings on sheets of paper; those at UA responded on a computer screen.
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Unlike Aitken and Prosser (1990), who used square cells, we used hexagonal cells
because they are regular shapes that completely tessellate the land surface but with less
prominent directional biases or tight corners than squares or equilateral triangles, the other
two regular shapes that completely tessellate two-dimensional surfaces. The grid was of
fairly high resolution – the California map was overlaid with 90 cells and the Alberta map
with 110. Grid cells covered virtually all of the land area of each map. To achieve this
coverage, some of the cells went outside the polygon boundary. In terms of actual earth
surface, each cell in California covered a bit less land area (1900 mi2 [4920 km2]) than did
each cell in Alberta (2500 mi2 [6475 km2]). As in Study 1, the response sheet also asked
participants to report their gender, birth date, and where they grew up.

4.1.3. Design and procedure

Responses from both samples (California and Alberta) were collected individually for
Study 2. After reading and signing a consent form, participants were given the response
sheet (at UCSB) or sat in front of the computer screen (at UA) to start data collection.
After filling in the information about themselves, they read instructions to ‘tell us how you
think of different parts of California (Alberta) as being part of Northern or Southern
California (Alberta).’ We explained that Northern and Southern did not just mean ‘areas
corresponding to the compass directions, but what people informally mean when they
think of and talk about Northern California (Northern Alberta) and Southern California
(Southern Alberta). That is, not just spatial location, but attitudes, feelings, lifestyles, and
so on that people often associate with the places and people of the two regions. Thus, just
because an area is in the southern part of the state (province), it may not necessarily
express Southern California (Southern Alberta) very much, if at all, and just because an
area is located in the northern part of the state, it may not necessarily express Northern
California (Northern Alberta) very much, if at all. In the same way, an area to the north

Figure 5. Outline ‘maps’ (polygons) with hexagonal grids on which participants rated each cell in
Study 2: (a) California, (b) Alberta (California and Alberta not to mutual scale).

12 D.R. Montello et al.
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could very much express Southern California (Southern Alberta) and an area to the south
could very much express Northern California (Northern Alberta).’

Participants then read they would be shown an outline map of the state of California
(the province of Alberta) with a grid of hexagonal cells laid over it. They were instructed
to write (California) or type (Alberta) a number from 1 to 7 in each cell to indicate
whether the area in that cell was more Northern or Southern. This numerical rating scale
was printed to the right of the outline map, with 1 labeled ‘very northern California
(Alberta),’ 2 ‘moderately northern California (Alberta),’ 3 ‘slightly northern California
(Alberta),’ 4 ‘equally northern and southern California (Alberta),’ 5 ‘slightly southern
California (Alberta),’ 6 ‘moderately southern California (Alberta),’ and 7 ‘very southern
California (Alberta).’ Participants were asked to make sure to put a rating in each and
every cell. Where a cell at the edge of the map polygon was partially outside the state
boundary, participants were told to base their cell rating only on the portion that was
inside the state/province. They were asked to take their best guess if they were not sure.
After completing their ratings, participants were thanked and marked down for credit.

4.2. Results and discussion

Taking California first, we map the mean cell ratings in Figure 6. This map also shows
standard deviations across participants by printing the numerals of the mean ratings as

Figure 6. Means and standard deviations of ratings of ‘Northern’ and ‘Southern’ for hexagonal
cells in California, Study 2. The grouped classes of standard deviations indicated in the legend are
based on a single equal-interval division of the range of all values from each cell in both admin-
istrative regions, California and Alberta.
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smaller (less variability) or larger (more variability). Boundary vagueness and nonuniform
membership functions are evident; the boundary can accurately be described as a two-
dimensional transition zone rather than a one-dimensional line. These properties are
revealed both within participants, as reflected by individual ratings varying across the
range from 1 to 7, and across participants, as reflected by rating standard deviations that
are nonzero and vary across locations. Moreover, this boundary is not uniformly vague
across its extent but is more precise near the western border (the Pacific coast) of
California than the eastern border. Likewise, the regions display nonuniform membership
functions and not just near their boundaries. The cells rated as most ‘Northern’ are in cells
near the Pacific coast that are five or six rows south of the northern border. That is, the
area of California rated as most Northern is more than 200 miles south of the northern
edge of the state. Areas due east (i.e., at the same latitude) of this most Northern-rated area
are rated nearly a full scale point less Northern. The core of Northern California,
according to these ratings, is within Lake County, a little southeast of the city of Ukiah.
Similarly, the cells rated as most ‘Southern’ are three rows north of the southern border,
also toward the Pacific coast. The area of California rated as most Southern is at least 100
miles north of the southern edge of the state. Areas due east of this most Southern-rated
area are rated nearly a full scale point less Southern. Thus, the core of Southern California
is more or less around the city of Los Angeles and Orange County.

The pattern of cell means provides evidence of boundary vagueness and nonuniform
membership functions across the set of participants. This pattern could derive from
averaging over patterns of cell ratings that vary across participants but do not show
much evidence of gradation in region membership, taken individually. This is not the
case, however. Out of 44 participants, 38 used all seven points of the rating scale and no
one used fewer than five. What’s more, over 45% of participants rated some cells in the
northernmost row with values greater than ‘1’ (all of them used values of ‘1’ further
south), and over 40% rated some cells in the southernmost row with values less than ‘7’
(all of them used values of ‘7’ further north). This provides strong evidence for vague
cognitive regionalization within individuals, not just across them.

Considering Alberta, we show the mean cell ratings in Figure 7. As with California,
boundary vagueness is evident, but the vagueness appears to be more or less uniformly
wide across its extent. Likewise, the regions display nonuniform membership functions,
but unlike California, there is a clear linear transition from the most northern row of
cells being rated as most Northern to the southernmost being rated as most Southern.
The area of Alberta rated as most Northern is along the northern edge of the province.
Similarly, the cells rated as most ‘Southern’ are two rows of cells along the southern
edge of the province, with a slight tendency for cells east of center to be rated as most
Southern. Like California participants, a clear majority (39/48) of Albertans used all
seven points of the rating scale; only one used as few as three. Again, several partici-
pants rated some cells in the northernmost row with values greater than ‘1’ (just under
40%), but a third of these did not use 1’s in any other rows. Similarly, just under 40% of
participants rated some cells in the southernmost row with values less than ‘7,’ but
again, almost a third of did not use 7’s in any other rows. So while this again provides
strong evidence for cognitive vagueness within individuals, not just across them, it
differs from the California data in adhering more closely to a pattern of rating the
northernmost cells as most northerly and rating the southernmost cells as most southerly.
Furthermore, as compared to California, the pattern of mean cell ratings suggests
cognitive regionalization based more on a simple spatial interpretation in terms of
latitude and less on thematic properties of the natural or cultural environment. Perhaps
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the ‘bent’ shape of California, with a large portion not aligned north and south, might
also contribute to this difference with the Alberta ratings.

5. General discussion

The two studies we report in this article empirically explore cognitive regionalization at
the scale of a large US state and a large Canadian province. We collected data on
cognitive regions with both a traditional boundary-drawing task (Study 1) and a novel
task involving interval-level ratings on a 7-point scale within hexagonal cells of a high-
resolution grid (Study 2). Participants from both samples found it quite straightforward to
draw boundary lines, as has been demonstrated several times in published literature and
probably countless times in informal classroom exercises and demonstrations over the
years. However, although the rating task used in Study 2 was undoubtedly novel to
participants, they apparently did not find it confusing or difficult to understand. The
concept of spatial vagueness is something that lay people appear to grasp readily (when
phrased in nonspecialist terms) and are prepared to express when given a task that allows
it to be expressed. Montello et al. (2003) reported that people who were stopped along the
streets of a city readily comprehended the idea of a downtown region varying in size (and
somewhat in location) about which they were either 100% or only 50% confident was

Figure 7. Means and standard deviations of ratings of ‘Northern’ and ‘Southern’ for hexagonal
cells in Alberta, Study 2. The grouped classes of standard deviations indicated in the legend are
based on a single equal-interval division of the range of all values from each cell in both admin-
istrative regions, California and Alberta.
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actually downtown, and they could readily depict these different regions with a boundary-
drawing task. Our cell rating task allowed participants to express variable degrees of
membership throughout the Northern or Southern regions of a larger administrative region
(California or Alberta). Given the opportunity, individual respondents readily expressed
boundary vagueness and nonuniform region membership functions via their cell ratings.

Of course, there is no limit to the number, location, and shape of potential regionaliza-
tions of the earth surface and that certainly includes cognitive (informal) regionalizations.
Many participants drew boundaries in California that were not straight, or if they were,
they were not ‘flat’, that is, did not follow a latitude line. In fact, the empirical mean
boundary line in California deviated significantly to the south of a potential straight
boundary line based on median latitude. The empirical mean boundary line in Alberta,
in contrast, was rather flat and did not significantly fall north or south of the median
latitude boundary.

In Study 2, both boundary vagueness and nonuniform membership functions were
evident. Interestingly, the vague boundary in California was not uniformly thick across its
extent, being noticeably vaguer to the east than to the west. The vague boundary in Alberta,
in contrast, was uniformly thick across its east–west extent. Even more dramatically, the
membership function in California transitioned non-monotonically across latitudes for
regions considered as Northern or Southern California. Our UCSB participants rated cells
as most Northern that were quite far from the northern border of California, and while cells
rated as most Southern were not far from the southern border, they were clearly not at that
border. In both cases, cells rated as most extremely Northern or Southern were in the
western part of the state, not in the center. Our UA participants, in contrast, showed a
distinctly different pattern of nonuniformity. The cells they rated as most Northern were at
the northern border of Alberta, those rated as most Southern were at the southern border,
and those rated as most extremely northern or southern were mostly equally distributed
east–west. That is, the mean membership function in Alberta transitioned continuously and
monotonically across latitudes for regions considered as Northern or Southern.

We think the various differences in the Northern and Southern cognitive regions of
California and Alberta are interesting and important. Although California may objectively
have more natural and cultural geographical diversity than Alberta (although Alberta has
its share), we find that people who grew up in California are much more likely to organize
the state into two regions that have thematic meaning beyond simply latitude. This
undoubtedly reflects the common vernacular regionalization of California into ‘NorCal’
and ‘SoCal,’ with a Central region occasionally included. These are vernacular cognitive
regions, in the standard sense, that exist as a common way many people in California
organize their understanding of both spatial and thematic properties of the state and its
inhabitants. As such, when identifying Northern and Southern California, respondents feel
no compunction about dividing the state unequally with respect to latitudinal extent or
identifying the boundary zone between the two in a way that does not follow a line of
latitude across the entire state. Because such a vernacular regionalization of Alberta is
much less common, we speculate that UA participants interpreted our request to indicate
Northern and Southern Alberta as concerning vague spatial relations rather than vague
cognitive regions. As such, UA participants tended to divide Alberta evenly into northern
and southern regions, defined latitudinally, more or less equivalently across the east–west
extent of the province. This corresponds to the use of ‘Northern’ and ‘Southern’ as
relational terms. Researchers from GIScience and other disciplines are interested in
vague spatial relations, such as near, around, above, and so on, and there is a great deal
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of literature on the subject (Fisher and Orf 1991, Mark et al. 1995, Bloom et al. 1996,
Robinson 2000).

Bucholtz et al. (2007) report interesting research on cognitive regionalization based
explicitly on cultural factors rather than spatial factors. They asked several hundred
respondents (mostly California residents) to draw boundaries on an outline map of
California, as we did in Study 1, to identify cognitive regions based specifically on
linguistic dialects (‘Please draw a boundary around each part of California where you
believe people speak differently’). They referred to their approach as perceptual dialec-
tology. In the many cases where their respondents labeled dialect regions according to
location terms, they most often referred to Northern and Southern California (or variants
thereof). This demonstrates how commonly people use spatial location (‘geographic area’
in Bucholtz et al.’s terminology) to organize their thematic beliefs about people and their
culture. Our own findings echo theirs in that many respondents expressed the belief that
inland areas were not really part of the ‘Northern/Southern California’ distinction.

6. Conclusions

The cell rating task we used in Study 2 measures cognitive regionalization at an unusually
high resolution for spatial units as large as California and Alberta. The task allowed
participants to directly express spatial beliefs they might have about nonuniform region
membership and vague boundaries between neighboring cognitive regions at a resolution
sufficiently fine enough to capture nearly all of the probabilistic variation across space. Our
method allowed us to demonstrate not only boundary vagueness but vagueness of varying
extent along the boundary within individuals, and nonuniform region membership based
not only on spatial relations such as north and south but thematically based regionalization
(such as those implied by the terms ‘NorCal’ and ‘SoCal’). It is clear from comparing
Figures 2 and 4 to Figures 6 and 7 that the cell rating method allows participants to express
much more about their individual regional (and sub-regional) beliefs than simply drawing
boundaries. And it appears to be a method that is easy to understand and execute.
Although direct boundary drawing would still be a preferred method in some problem
contexts, such as when the problem scale calls only for low resolution, we believe the cell
rating task is useful in a variety of problem contexts beyond the specific issue we explore
here of cognitive regionalization of portions of states or provinces.

Besides the basic-science interest we have in characterizing cognitive regions as
geographic and psychological phenomena, there are applied reasons to improve our
understanding of such informal conceptualizations of space and place. GIScientists have
an ongoing interest in understanding lay conceptions in order to design and implement
better information systems – to make geospatial technologies more efficient, effective, and
equitable (Altman 1994, Wang 1994, Schlieder and Henrich 2011, Schockaert 2011). Our
work in this article contributes to the study of geospatial ontologies and attempts to
formalize concepts such as place (Jones et al. 2001, Agarwal 2005). Indeed, we believe
that the concept of place is a subset of the concept of region. Future work should further
explore the geometry of cognitive regions in various contexts, allowing not only for vague
instead of precise boundaries, but vague boundaries that are not uniformly vague (i.e., that
vary in width) along their extent. And although people probably tend to assume planar
enforcement in their regionalization, avoiding overlapping regions and non-covered areas,
not everyone does in all contexts. Research and system design can be made flexible with
respect to enforcing planar enforcement, contiguity, and related properties on the spatial
and thematic conceptions of people thinking and communicating about geographic
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phenomena. Such conceptions are an inherent and universal part not only of geographic
beliefs but of geography itself, and they should be reflected in geographic information.
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Notes
1. We henceforth drop the qualifier ‘geographic,’ although the generic concept of regions includes

spatial categories that are not conspicuously geographic, for example, the region between your
eyes.

2. Any of these terms may also be used in other ways that give them status as administrative,
thematic, or functional regions – a property known as region polysemy.

3. We ignore here deviations of latitude lines from spherical straightness and other discordances
between a spherical earth and a flat map projection, which in any case are small at this scale.
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